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Abstract
In this report, we discuss the use of Petri Net language theory for business
process modeling. Essentially, the focus is on the opportunities of the modeling
technique for analysis and veriﬁcation. Semantic compatibility, as opposed to
syntactic compatibility, is concerned with the meaningfulness of the distributed
business process. We start with a description and motivation of diﬀerent notions
of semantically compatible business processes. Further, these diﬀerent types of
compatibility are formalized by means of Petri Net language theory. Finally, we
describe the foundations of an algorithm that enables us to verify the semantic
compatibility in an automated way.
Keywords: Petri Net theory; Business Process Modeling; Veriﬁcation; Semantic Com-
patibility
11 Introduction
Oﬀering value-added functionality to customers through the use of distributed business
processes is one thing, eﬃciency and correctness of such a business process is another.
When multiple business processes are grouped to create a distributed business process
and each of the constituting process in itself cooperates or interacts with other processes
this system becomes not only quickly unmanageable but also diﬃcult to analyze and to
check its correctness. Therefore, this paper deals with some speciﬁc problems that can
occur when business processes are interconnected and the ways these problems can be
identiﬁed and solved.
Semantic compatibility, as opposed to syntactic compatibility, is concerned with the
meaningfulness of the distributed business process. Semantic compatibility is concerned
with compatibility issues other than implementation details. More speciﬁcally, we will
assess the potential for creating a successful interaction between two business processes.
Later, these results will be shown to be applicable in a broader distributed business pro-
cess view, i.e. where more than two business processes are integrated. More speciﬁcally,
we will focus on the following questions:
• Are two business processes semantically compatible?
• When are two business processes semantically compatible?
• If two business processes are semantically incompatible, is it possible to identify
the problem area?
• Is it possible to generate a list of the unsupported scenarios?
• How can we automatically verify semantic compatibility?
2 Petri Net Theory
In [1], we have illustrated, by means of a set of business process patterns, how Petri Net
language theory can be used for business process modeling. This section repeats the basic
deﬁnitions of Petri Net theory and introduces the concept of Petri Net language theory.
These deﬁnitions are used to deﬁne the diﬀerent notions of semantic compatibility.
2Deﬁnition 1 (Petri Net)
A Petri Net is a triple N = (P,T,A):
• P = {p1,p2,...,pn} is a ﬁnite set of places, n ≥ 0,
• T = {t1,t2,...,tm} is a ﬁnite set of transitions, m ≥ 0,
• A ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is the ﬂow relation,
• (P ∩ T = ∅): P and T are disjoint sets.
Deﬁnition 2 (Labeled Petri Net)
A labeled Petri Net PN = (N,τ, 0,F) where N = (P,T,A) is a Petri Net, τ:T → Σ a
labeling of T in the alphabet Σ.  0 is the initial marking and F is a set of ﬁnal markings.
Deﬁnition 3 (L-type)
A language L is a L-type Petri Net language iﬀ there exists a labeled Petri Net PN =
(N,τ, 0,F) such that L(PN) = {τ(β) ∈ Σ∗|β ∈ T ∗ and  β = δ( 0,β) and  β ∈ F}.  β
is the marking reached after ﬁring the sequence β starting from  0.
3 Semantic Compatibility
Answering the previously introduced questions on semantic compatibility requires rea-
soning about the behavioral aspects of the business processes. We have shown (in [1])
that each business process generates a language (L) on the set of business events (the
alphabet Σ) in which it participates. More speciﬁcally, a language L deﬁnes a set of
acceptable scenarios of business events over the alphabet. Reasoning about the compat-
ibility of the business processes can then be seen as reasoning about the compatibility
of the Petri Net languages. Thus, the Petri Net language generated by the business
process can be used to discuss semantic compatibility. In our attempt to ﬁnd a deﬁni-
tion of the semantic compatibility of business processes, it is therefore tempting to say
that two business processes are semantically compatible if their Petri Net languages are
equivalent. Therefore, the ﬁrst deﬁnition of semantic compatibility requires language
equivalence and can be formalized as follows:
3Deﬁnition 4 (Complete Semantic Compatibility ∼ =)
Let the behavior of two business processes, BP1 and BP2, be modeled by two labeled Petri
Nets PN1 and PN2 respectively. The business processes BP1 and BP2 are called complete
semantically compatible BP1 ∼ = BP2 iﬀ: L(PN1)=L(PN2).
Basically, this deﬁnition of complete semantic compatibility is correct. Language equiv-
alence implies that the two Petri Nets (business processes) deﬁne the same sequence
constraints on a set of business events. In this case, the business processes support the
same scenarios, and they are therefore able to cooperate in a meaningful way. Clearly,
this deﬁnition suggests that language equivalence is a suﬃcient but not a required con-
dition for semantic compatibility. In order to verify complete semantic compatibility we
need to discuss the notion of language equivalence. It is interesting to note and clearly
illustrated in the next example that morphologic equivalence is not a necessary condi-
tion for language equivalence, i.e. two Petri Nets which are not morphologic equivalent




























(b) Not morphologic equivalent but language equiva-
lent.
Figure 1: Diﬀerence between language and morphologic equivalence.
Although this deﬁnition is deﬁnitely usable in this context, we will show that there
are in fact two problems that require a weakening of the deﬁnition:
• Diﬀerent alphabets immediately imply semantic incompatibility;
4• Speciﬁc characteristics of the interaction require diﬀerent notions of semantic com-
patibility.
In the next sections, we will introduce other notions of semantic compatibility to solve
these problems.
3.1 Strong Semantic Compatibility
The ﬁrst identiﬁed problem deals with diﬀerences in the alphabet. The above deﬁni-
tion of semantic compatibility (Deﬁnition 4) states that two Petri Nets can never be
semantically compatible if their alphabets (Σ) diﬀer. Indeed, if two Petri Nets deﬁne
a language over a diﬀerent alphabet, their languages can never be equivalent, thus not
compatible. We will show, however, that diﬀerent alphabets do not automatically imply
semantic incompatibility. At least two scenarios can be discussed where Deﬁnition 4 is













(a) Internal Business Events
...￿ ...￿





(b) Redundant Business Events
Figure 2: Reasons for strong semantic compatibility.
First of all, Figure 2(a), shows the existence of internal business events. These busi-
ness events are irrelevant for the cooperation of the two business processes and thus
5redundant for the veriﬁcation. In this case, if we use Deﬁnition 4, we conclude that
the two business processes are semantically incompatible. Secondly, Figure 2(b) shows
a situation where the Producer’s business process oﬀers additional functionality which
is not necessary for the Customer’s business process. The Customer is only interested
in ordering books, but the Producer also oﬀers the possibility to order CDs, DVDs,
etc. This does however not imply that the business processes are incompatible. Conse-
quently, this problem requires a weaker notion of semantic compatibility that takes into
account the diﬀerences of the alphabets.
Therefore, we deﬁne Strong Semantic Compatibility (SSC) as follows:
Deﬁnition 5 (Strong Semantic Compatibility ⊳⊲)
Let the behavior of two business processes, BP1 and BP2, be modeled by PN1 and PN2
respectively. The business processes BP1 and BP2 are called strong semantically com-
patible BP1 ⊳⊲ BP2 iﬀ: L(PN1|Σc)=L(PN2|Σc). With Σc being the common alphabet of
the two processes: Σc = Σ1 ∩Σ2. L(PNα|Σc) is the language that the business process α
generates over the common alphabet Σc.
Example: If we consider the business processes, BPCus and BPPro as modeled in
Figure 2(a), we know that:
ΣCus = {create−order,notify,ship};
ΣPro = {create−order,create−order−A,create−order−B,notify,ship}.









63.2 one-way Strong Semantic Compatibility
The second problem we are addressing here stems from the fact that equality of lan-
guages is not absolutely required for a meaningful collaboration between partners. More
speciﬁcally, sometimes, it is suﬃcient to have one or a few scenarios supported to allow
collaboration.
Before we elaborate on this problems we would like to introduce the initiator-cooperator
relation (IC-relation). The idea behind this relationship, stems from the fact that dur-
ing the cooperation of two business processes each process fulﬁlls a speciﬁc role in the
cooperation. A similar relation, but with other semantics, was used in the Business
Transaction Protocol [2], e.g. the Superior-Inferior relationship. The IC-relation as-
cribes to one of the partners the initiator role and to the other the cooperator role. The
initiator who starts the interaction of the processes and the cooperator who cooperates
in the process. More speciﬁcally, we could say that the initiator uses functionality of
another process which is called the cooperator. It is important to see that a single (local)
business process can play multiple roles in a distributed business process.
Deﬁnition 6 (initiator-cooperator relationship 99K)
(BP1,BP2) ∈99K⇒ BP1 is the initiator of the cooperation and BP2 is the cooperator in
the interaction.
(BP1,BP2) ∈99K and (BP2,BP1) ∈99K⇒ BP1 and BP2 are called peer processes.
A graphical representation of the initiator-cooperator relationship could be deﬁned in
the following way: the initiator is placed above the cooperator and the two are con-
nected by a (dashed) arrow. Peer processes are placed next to each other and are
connected by a double sided (dashed) arrow. All the initiator-cooperator relations of a
distributed business process can be modeled in an initiator-cooperator graph, see Fig-
ure 3. The initiator-cooperator graph should be interpreted in the following way: in the
Customer-Producer cooperation, the Customer acts as initiator while the Producer is
the cooperator. A more business related interpretation is that the Producer process aids
the Customer process in reaching a speciﬁc goal. However, in the Producer-Supplier−A




Figure 3: The initiator-cooperator graph of the Customer-Producer Example.
The consequences of this initiator-cooperator relationship on the deﬁnition of seman-
tic compatibility are fundamental. Another notion of semantic compatibility should be
introduced and deﬁned. We will call two business processes one-way strong semanti-
cally compatible if the scenarios of the initiator process are entirely supported by the
process of the cooperator. If all scenarios of the initiator are supported then a meaning-
ful interaction between the two partners is possible. An example can demonstrate the
fundamental character of one-way strong semantic compatibility more eﬃciently.
Example: This example demonstrates the notion of one-way strong semantic compati-
bility by means the business process modeled in Figure 5. From the initiator-cooperator
graph, cf. Figure 3, we can conclude that the Producer acts as the initiator of the coop-
eration while Supplier−A is the cooperator of the process. In this example it is clear that
all scenarios of the Producer process are supported by Supplier−A’s process. Supplier−A
however, does support some additional scenarios. We will call two processes one-way
strong semantic compatible, if all the scenarios of the initiator process are supported by
the cooperator process but the cooperator process supports additional scenarios. Con-
sidering this problem we can deﬁne another notion of semantic compatibility as follows:
Deﬁnition 7 (one-way Strong Semantic Compatibility ⊲)
Let the behavior of two business processes, BP1 and BP2, be modeled by PN1 and PN2
respectively. Given that (BP1,BP2) ∈99K then the business processes BP1 and BP2 are
called one-way strong semantically compatible BP1 ⊲ BP2 iﬀ: ∀α ∈ L(PN1) : α|Σc ∈
L(PN2|Σc). In Petri Net language theory one-way strong semantic compatibility can be
veriﬁed through: L(PN1|Σc) ⊂ L(PN2|Σc).
83.3 Weak Semantic Compatibility
Additionally, we would like to introduce the weakest notion of semantic compatibility,
e.g. weak semantic compatibility. Two business processes are weak semantically com-
patible if there is at least one common scenario. Weak semantic compatibility can be
deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 8 (Weak Semantic Compatibility ⊲⊳)
Let the behavior of two business processes, BP1 and BP2, be modeled by PN1 and PN2 re-
spectively. The business processes BP1 and BP2 are called weak semantically compatible
BP1 ⊲⊳ BP2 iﬀ: ∃α ∈ L(PN1|Σc) : α ∈ L(PN2|Σc).
3.4 Summary of Semantic Compatibility
Name Symbol PN-language
Complete Semantic Compatibility (CSC) ∼ = L(PN1) = L(PN2)
Strong Semantic Compatibility (SSC) ⊳⊲ L(PN1|Σc) = L(PN2|Σc)
one-way SSC (owSSC) ⊲ L(PN1|Σc) ⊂ L(PN2|Σc)
Weak Semantic Compatibility (WSC) ⊲⊳ L(PN1|Σc) ∩ L(PN2|Σc)  = ∅
Table 1: Overview of the diﬀerent semantic compatibility deﬁnitions.
Table 1 gives an overview of the diﬀerent deﬁnitions of semantic compatibility that
are used in this dissertation. The third column shows how we can verify these semantic
compatibilities by means of Petri Net languages, which we will discuss in the following
sections. The deﬁnitions of semantic compatibility are logically related, i.e. complete
semantic compatibility automatically implies strong semantic compatibility etc. We can
identify the following relationships:
CSC =⇒ SSC =⇒ owSSC =⇒ WSC (1)
4 Semantic Compatibility in an Algorithm
In this section, we will show that semantic compatibility between two business processes
can be veriﬁed by means of Petri Net language theory. Checking semantic compatibility
9is a complex process consisting of diﬀerent important steps. In this section we try to
summarize on the results that have been presented in previous sections by discussing it
from a diﬀerent angle.
The complete analysis process is depicted in Figure 4. The analysis process starts
with modeling the business processes as deterministic Petri Net languages. Next, the
processes are checked for alphabet diﬀerences. If the alphabets are equivalent the pro-
cesses are checked for complete semantic compatibility, otherwise language projection
is performed and the analysis continues by checking strong semantic compatibility. Ei-
ther way if the result is false for the complete or strong semantic compatibility the
complement of the process with the least complexity is computed and the IC-graph is
used to compute the one-way strong semantic compatibility. Finally, weak semantic
compatibility is checked. In some cases bisimilarity based reduction (BBR) can be an
interesting strategy to lower the complexity of the compared Petri Net languages. BBR
is a straightforward technique of reducing the complexity by comparing two Petri Net
languages and based on this comparison it is sometimes interesting (in case they are
equivalent) to remove some ending parts of the languages. Essentially, this means that
we remove equivalent parts of the Petri Nets (if there are any) to lower the future com-
putation times of the algorithms. For each of the steps, i.e. compatibility checks, an
analysis report is generated with a summary of the detected problems. Some of the
issues added in the report are the diﬀerence in the alphabet, the set of unsupported
scenarios, and the computation times of the algorithms.
The analysis technique is implemented in a prototype environment called the Business
Process Analyzer. In future work we will assess the techniques and the implementation
on realistically sized problems. Additionally, some optimizations, such as BBR, should
be implemented to further improve the performance of the tool.
In the next section we show how these diﬀerent types of semantic compatibility can









































Figure 4: The analysis process.
115 Case-Study
In this section, we use a realistic business process model to show the concept of semantic
compatibility. The proposed technique can be applied in one of the following cases: the
business process is initially modeled using the business events and Petri Net or the busi-
ness process is modeled using a business process modeling language (BPMN, BPEL).
Ideally, business process modeling starts with an abstract representation of the business
process and in the following phases details are added and ﬁnally, an implementation
ready version is achieved.
In this example we assume that the initial process was modeled by means of BPMN
(see Figure 5). This model cannot be used immediately for veriﬁcation. Therefore, we
need to translate the model to the proposed technique by identifying the business events
and by transforming the control ﬂow to Petri Net semantics. The approach to achieve
this is not discussed in detail, but the basic idea is that whenever communication be-
tween two process is modeled, the business event represents the communication without
explicitly modeling the message exchanges. Figure 6 shows the business event and Petri
Net based representation of the business process. Next, the initiator-cooperator graph
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Figure 7: The initiator-cooperator graph of the Customer-Producer Example.
14In order to complete this business process speciﬁcation we need to deﬁne each of the
Petri Net languages as follows:
• L(Customer) with  0 = (1,0,0,0,0) and F=(0,0,0,0,0);
• L(Producer) with  0 = (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) and
F=(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
• L(Supplier−A) with  0 = (1,0,0,0,0,0,0) and F=(0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
• L(Supplier−B) with  0 = (1,0,0,0,0,0) and F=(0,0,0,0,0,0);
For each of the relations deﬁned in the initiator-cooperator graph we need to verify
semantic compatibility. The veriﬁcation process was discussed in Figure 4 (see pg. 11).
The process starts by checking the alphabets, in case of diﬀerences complete seman-
tic compatibility is not applicable. Next, language projection is performed to check
strong semantic compatibility. If the processes are not strong semantically compatible
the complement of the cooperator process is computed and one-way strong semantic
compatibility is checked. Finally, the processes can be weak semantically compatible. If
none of the previous types of semantic compatibility is correct, the processes are com-
pletely incompatible, i.e. there is not one scenario that is supported by the two business
processes.
Customer-Producer Clearly, the Customer and Producer business processes are by
no means complete semantically compatible (see Deﬁnition 4). From the analysis
process (discussed in Figure 4) we know that the next phase is language projection













The customer and producer business process are strong semantically compatible,
and every scenario is supported by the two process.
Producer-Supplier−A For the Producer-Supplier−A we need to apply the same pro-










L(SupA|Σc) = {cr−order−A.(ship−A.pay−A + pay−A.ship−A)};
and,
L(Pro|Σc)  = L(SupA|Σc) but L(Pro|Σc) ⊂ L(SupA|Σc)
Thus,
BPPro ⊲ BPSupA.
The producer and the supplier−A process are one-way semantically compatible,













L(Pro|Σc)  = L(SupB|Σc) and L(Pro|Σc) ∩ L(SupB|Σc) = ∅
Thus,
BPPro is by no means compatible with BPSupB.
The producer business process is not compatible with the process of supplier−B,
i.e. this inconsistency needs to be solved before the implementation of the business
process.
176 Conclusion
In this report, the focus was on the compatibility of business processes, more speciﬁ-
cally, we introduced the notion of semantically compatible business processes. Semantic
compatibility was described as a criterion to assess the meaningfulness of the interaction
of distributed business processes. Next, we have motivated that a single deﬁnition of
semantic compatibility is out of the question, and that there are multiple problems that
require other notions of semantic compatibility. Therefore, we deﬁned, in this report,
four diﬀerent notions of semantic compatible business processes, e.g. complete semantic
compatibility, strong semantic compatibility, one-way strong semantic compatibility and
weak semantic compatibility. Additionally, we have deﬁned these notions by means of
Petri Net language theory. Further, we discussed the basis of a veriﬁcation technique
which enables us to check semantic compatibility in an automated way.
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